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ABSTRACT

Microscopic calculations of the astropliyíicaily interesting reaction D-rD — 3He+n

and D-j-D — 3H-rp are performed using nuclear reacton theory and Bom—Oppenheimer

type molecular calculation of the D-rD initial staçe. The sensitivity of tbe fusion rate to

the behaviour of the D+D wave function at close to zero separation is assessed.

Relevance of the results to the cold fusion problem is discussed.



I. Introduction

Recently, interest has arisen in very low energy fusion reactions of the type

d^

PH

PH

hd

hd —

i - 1

n + 3He

p + 3He

—- 3He + 7

—. 4He + 7

Although the so-called cold fusion has not been fully verified1 b \ it is still of

importance to study these reaction» for their relevance to fusion energy application and for

nuclear processes in the early solar system and early universe '.

The fusion rate of two hydrogen nuclei in a diatomic molecule is invariably written

as

A = A

where ,?dd is the normalized wave function describing the relative molecular motion of the

two Duclei and A is related to the low-energy behaviour of the fusion cross section", and

is tabulated in ref. 8. Finally R ^ is the molecular distance fixed for the purpose of

evaluating A . usually taken to be 10 fm. The values of A of ref. 7 are extrapolations

from low-energy fusion measurements to lower energies. In the evaluation of (1)

| ^dd(Rd<J s 10)| is calculated from a molecular model for the two approaching hydrogen

nuclei and A is taken from the extrapolation of ref. 8.

The purpose of the present paper is to calculate A and accordingly A from a fully

microscopic model that utilizes known low-energy Miaviour of the observables of these

few body ?ysteniS. The aim here is not so much flic ataulutr value of the fusion rate but

rather fo have at hand a model through which 'lie .-«•n>itiviiy of \ to »he «hon (li-'..rirc



(SD) behaviour of the radiai D - b \v.tve :.::ictiuii. la tin- lumext of -old fusion, the effect

of the euviruinent in which the D-r Ü -v.-;et!i is i:i:r>!anttti. is ?imuiaied here by a chance

in the SD behaviour of • d a ( r } .

The paper is organized as follows. In section II a three-body model is proposed to

treat th»> D - D interaction. In section HI the result? of the calculation is presented and in

section IV vv«? present our conciu5ions and discussion.



ILTbeModd

We consider the process d+d —- 3He+n as being that of the break-up of one of the

deuteroos and subsequent interaction (or fusion) of the participant proton with the other

deuten» nucleus.

The corresponding amplitude can then be written down as

T = <3He,k l l|V l ip+V i ld|*<+)> (2)

where **+* describes the tkree-bady n-p-d system, kB is the outgoing momentum of

the spectator neutron and Vnp and Vnd are the n-p and n-d interaction potentials

respectively. We write the three-body Schrodinger equation as

(E - K. - Kp - Kd - VBp ~ V ^ - VBd)# = 0 , (3)

where K is the kinetic energy operator. Then one can define the three Faddeev wave

function •„ , , , * n < l , » ^ , where • = * B p + •„„ + * ,„ , , are given by

Dp

IMI V

(4)



Since •„ •>- * u d = GQ (V - Viui)«l'i"r'. we c;«:i write for the amplitude

(4)

where the approximation < I * n d > € < | * B p > is made since #'+* is the most dominant

of the three Faddeev components as it contains tiie incident d-d channel. Further we

have used the identity <3He, k J G j + r ' = <3He, k J ( E - K B - K p - K d ) =

< 3 H e , k . | ( E - K . - K p - K d - V p d ) + V,Ml = <3He,k

A DWBA treatment of • „ ^ is now in order,

«

where àA is the intrinsic wave function of the active deuteron and VJ t i

molecular+nuclear distorted wave funrtion that describe the relative motion of the two

deuteroos. We remove the short-range nuclear distortion from <*>^V and apply it to the

outgoing neutron plane wave <kn | which then becomes an appropriate distorted wave

<V?[ | - We thus write finally

T =

where GZ{U is the vertex function of 3He.

| G 3 l l > •

The reaction (fusion) rate. A' in units of fin3 s*1. is then calculated according to



the expression
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where <r is the angle integrated cross-section, v is the relative incident velocity and

PB_aHe is the reduced n~3He mass. The value of k„ = 0.3433 fm*1 is fixed by that of the

Q-^valae for tbe reaction d+d —»n+3He.

In the calculation below we consider all relative motions to be in the S-wave states.

With this assumption it is then possible to write T as

"
T = 8«* j dR^ K^ dR.pR.pG^tR^) òd(Rnp) «(R^ R.p) , (9)

0

where

1

-1

J

and Rpd and Rap are the p-d and n-p relative cuurdinaies. respectively and costf =

The vertex for the 3He nucleus is approximated by that of 3II in order to avoid

dealing with Coulomb problems. Using separable two-body potentials with Yamaguchi

form factors it can be shown ' that the vertex function that represents 3H

G.WV['
T

where J^ = 0.908afm"1, /< = 0.4485 fm-l and ( ' ^ = 1 . 8 2 is the asymptotic

normalization of 3He.



lUe »Iruirrun buund-?tute wave function o t t(ltap) '* *^° constructed with a

separable Yamaguchi potential tnd is given by '

«here C d = 1.3 is the asymptotic normalization of the deuteroa, p4 = 0.2316 fm'1 and

J4 = 1.45 fm'1. The distorted wave function of the outgoing neutron (distorted by the

field of 3He), with the same Yamaguchi reäpe, is given by '

s i n k . R. S0-l fJkiR, _ -iJ.R.1

*.<R.> = -TTKT+m; * [ RT J

with So = % e*2*, % = 0 .5 1 2 ) , So = -35° I l ) and £ = 1 fin113).



III. Results

Tbe molecular wave function j~á „d of Eq. (5) should, in principie, be found by

solving the four- and three-body Coulombic probiein for D, and DJ r respectively.

However, as usually done, we adopt the Boru-Oppenheimer approximation. The d-d

effective potential is reasonably well accounted for by tlie following expression *

= T— C (14)

Where c = 51.8 eV for D2 and 20.4 eV for D | . Then the WKB approximation gives

for the radial v f̂d :he following (note that of Eq. 1 is —

f J ?N'» - (15)

in the classically forbidden region the parameter a = — j - — [ftp]] with M^ the nucleon

mass, me the electron mass and W the vibrational frequency of the molecule. Finally r0

is tbe classical turning point. Tbe integral in Eq(I5) can be dene in closed forms if

Eq.(14) is used, giving (notice that a = 0.53 A, is the Bohr radius)

(rjr)
tan^r-I)"2 (16)

Notice that the r rnultiplyiog the exponential above arises from the inclusion of the term

K*/4r2 in the effective potential. This repulsive term represent what might be called the

jwniclassical zero point centrifugal energy. Since ru * O.JS A for D2 and 0.9 A for Dj .



in iLc r •- ic* Uii'i íc^ioí.. we uuy expand (IK- exjjuciu uni üuú

exp I - • •" | r

Notice that v ^ U ) , Eq.(15) is normalized. J" |?4 4(r)[- dr = I . The above discussion

about the small distance behaviour of t W r ) a ^ ^ JvstifMd from a recent extensive

numerical solution of the D; problem casing the hypperspherical method '.

Before preceding, we give the values of a for D, and Dj respectively.

a(D2) = 1.0 > IO*9 fmJ and o(Dp = 055 > 10-* far3. These values were obtained from

the relation a^M^/hu with M D j ) = < U 8 e V and M D j ) * 0.23 t\Ul

With Eq.(16) for ^f d ( r ) , the integrals in Eq.(9) for the T-matrix are then easily

evaluated. The calculation of A from Eq.(2) is then pafwuied and we find at

ft^ * 10 fin after multiplying Eq.(8) by the factor 4 to account for the p and n

channels and the bosonic nature of the two deuterons, A = 66.7 « 10*1* cm3 s'1. This value

is about 1.5 orders of magnitude larger than the extracted value7) 1-5 « 10~Mcar9s*1.

Note that the neutron- and proton-channel cross sections are different by as much as

< \ / a p ~ 1 . 2 6 ) . We have here ignored this difference.

The reason behind the rather large value of A obtained in our model calculation

may be the neglected of other processes besides the ones considered here, namely

d+d — p+n+d — p+*H and d+d — p+n+d —• n + 3He, which might interfere

destructively. Further work is needed to clarify the situation. We should remind the

reader that the value 1.5 > 10'" cm3 s*' was extracted from nuclear reaction studies in the

KeV region.

The fusion rate A for D2 was found to be 5.3 « 10"° s"1, larger than the value
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obtained by Koonin and Nauenberg'\ 3 » 10*64 s"1. Similar calculation was performed for

DJ where we found A = 4 * 10*r9 s~l.

Of course our calculation have all been done in free space. The recent itensive

interest in could fusion, which now has considerably subsided, prompts us to investigate

within our model the possible influence of a, e.g., crystal enviroment on A and A . We

decided to look into effects which may change the short distance behaviour of ^

We therefore arbitrarily assumed that: <pád[i) behaves like ra where n is a certain

number decided upon by the type of enviromenC in which the D2 or D$ molecule is

found.

Fig. I shows our result for A as a function of n for two different values of ftdd ,

10 fm and 15 fin. It is clear that there is & strong dependence both on n and RM . We

should of course stress thai whatever- nv is, v>*?d(r) must be properly normalized. If the

enviromeat is represented, by. an effective degree of freedom (besides r) which makes

) behaves as E* with n > 0 , the fusion rate is lowered..

Foe n < 0 , A is increased, following the exponential dependence shown in figure

(linear on 4 log scale). In fact the dependence ont n was found to be 63.2 e~2 1 'n at

d = 10 fan and 63.2 e ~ 2 M * at ftdd.= 15 fro. For n = -0 .5 , A - 213.7 « 101 cm3 s l

for Ãdd = 10 fm and 320.8 * 101 6 cm? «TÍ for ftdd = 15 im. For n - -1.0 we obtain

A = 922.2 » MT» cm3 s"1 foe Ädd = 10 fm and 2075.8 » 10'16 cm3 s'1 for ft^ = 15 fm.

Finally a comment about the nuclear S-factor at zero energy given by '

S(E = 0) = ^ \TA<? A , a = (137)-« (18)

which gives the value 4.45 MeV'1 barns, compared to the "experimental" value

1.1 « 10*1 MeV barns. The "experimental" value is of course an extrapolated one from the

measured value in the KeV's energy region.



IV. Conclusions

In conclusion, vve have performed here .t microscopic calculation of the d+d fusion

rate, A . in free space using a three—body model for the nuclear process. The nuclear rate

constant A has also been calculated in free space. The effect of the environment on A has

been assessed in a simple way by changing the short distance behaviour of the d+d initial

wave function. It is found that if i?'d,j(r) behaves like rn with n > 0 the nuclear rate is

reduced while for n < 0 an appreciable increase in the rate is found. In a future work we

shall apply our three—body model to discuss the data on d+d fusion at KeV energies,

recently reported in the literature ' . For this purpose higher partial waves have to be

considered.
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; CAPTIONS

Fig. I: Calculated uuclear fusion rate constant. A vs. n (that specifies the form of
n u 0

fu" ^urve for Rdd = 10 fin and dashed curve for Rd)i = 15 fin.

See text for details. The full curve can be represented by 100.4 e " >D and the

dashed curve by 100.4 e ' - - & S n . Plutied is 3/2 A.
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